Let R be an integral domain containing the rational numbers, K its quotient field and Ω an algebraic closure of K; let D be a derivation on R such that R is D-simple. The valuation rings V such that R Q V ϋ Ω on which D is regular are determined.
Introduction* Let R f be the complete integral closure of R in K. Seidenberg has shown that D is regular on R f [3] . We want here to continue his work and determine all the valuation rings V such that R £ V § Ω on which D is regular.
First we determine in paragraph 2 the valuation rings of K that have property, and we show that they are in 1-1 correspondence with the proper prime ideals of R.
Then, in paragraph 4 we show that if V is a valuation ring such that R £ V £ β, then D is regular on F if and only if V is unramified over K and D is regular on V Γ\ K. To do that, we have to show first in paragraph 3 that if B is a valuation ring of Ω such that B n iΓ is rank-1 discrete and contains the rational numbers, then its inertia field over K can be obtained as the intersection of a formal power series field with β. 1* Preliminaries* Let iϋ be a commutative ring with identity. A derivation D of R is a map from R into iϋ such that D(a + 6) = D(α) + D(δ) and J3(α&) = αZ)(6) + bD(a) for all a,beR.
An ideal / of i? is a ZMdeal if D(I) £ I; J? is D-simple if it has no ZMdeal other than (0) and (1) . If R is a Z)-simple ring of characteristic p Φ 0, R is a primary ring [2, Theorem 1.4] , hence is equal to its total quotient ring; this case will not be of interest in our considerations.
Thus, let R be a jD-simple ring of characteristic 0, which is then a domain containing the rational numbers [2, Corollary 1.5] ; let K be its quotient field and Ω an algebraic closure of K. The derivation D can be uniquely extended to a derivation of Ω, which we also call D, and if iVis any field between K and Ω, we have D(N) £ N [6, Corollary 2', p. 125]. If S is a ring with quotient field iVsuch that D(S) £ S, we shall say that D is regular on S, or that (iV, S) is D-regular, or that D can be extended to S.
We note that if D is regular on a ring S and if Λf is a multiplicative system of S, then D is regular on >S^. We note also that if R is D-simple, and if S is a ring such that i? ϋ SS £?, then to say that Proof. See [2, Theorem 3.1] . Note that for a;eJB\{0} we indeed have v(x) < oo for otherwise the ideal generated by \Jΐ= 0 D (i) (x) would be a nonzero D-ideal contained in P, which cannot be. Note also that the property for P to contain no D-ideal other than (0) is equivalent to R P being D-simple. LEMMA 2.2. Let R, D, P, v, R v (α;) e Q since P = Q f] R; thus, i; = w on i?, hence also v = w on K, and S ^ S w = i2 v . Furthermore, by 2.1, we have Q -3K, Π S, hence also Q = 3K, Π S, so that Wi υ f) S is the unique prime ideal of S lying over P. LEMMA 
Let A be a D-simple valuation ring. Then, A is a field or is a rank-1 discrete valuation ring.
Proof. If A is not a field, and 21 Φ (1) is any ideal of A, then Πn=o 2t % Φ (1) is a D-ideal; thus, A being D-simple, we have Π"=o St % = (0) and S is a rank-1 discrete valuation ring. THEOREM 
Lβί R be a D-simple ring with quotient field K. Let & = {proper prime ideals of R), and Y* -{valuation rings of K containing R to which D can be extended).
Define φ: ^ ->Y* by φ{P) = R v where v is the valuation associated to P by 2.1. Then, ψ is a bisection.
with a^eP, and similarly (0)). If A Φ K, let ζ> be its maximal ideal. Let P -Q ΓΊ R, let v be the valuation associated to P by 2.1, and let R v be the valuation ring of v. Since P is different from (0) 
iii) For any xe A, there exists a,beR, such that x = a/b and v(a) ^ v(b). Remember that for an element a of R, v(a) is the number of successive applications of the derivation D necessary to get a out of the center P.
Proof. The condition (ii) is equivalent to R v £ A) the condition (iii) is equivalent to A^ R v . But in both cases A and R v have the same center on R; thus, both conditions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to A -R v , i.e., equivalent to (i).
3* On the inertia field* Let N be a normal algebraic extension of K (possibly infinite), and G its Galois group. Let B be a valuation ring of N, Tl B its maximal ideal; let π be a place of N corresponding to B and μ its residue field; let v be a valuation of N corresponding to B and Δ its value group. Let A -B Π K, A its residue field and Γ its value group; μ is a normal algebraic extension of A [1, (14.5) ]. The inertia group of B over K is G T {B\K) = {σe G/σx -xe Wl B Yxe B} = {σe G/πoσ = π}; it is a closed subgroup of G [1, (19.2) ]; its fixed field K T (B\K) = {yeN/σy = yVσeG τ (B/K) is the inertia field of B over K.
In this section, we shall only be concerned with the case of A = B 0 K being a rank-1 discrete valuation ring which contains the rational numbers. Note that B has to be of rank-1 too [1, (13.14 
(B/K) is the smallest field L between K and N such that B Π L is ίndecomposed in N and such that μ is purely inseparable over the residue field Λ L of B Π L.
Proof. See [1, (19.11) ]. PROPOSITION 
K T {B\K) is the unique field L between K and N such that B Π L is indecomposed in N, f(B \ L) = 1 and e(B Π L \ K) = 1.
Proof. Since A contains the rational numbers, Λ has characteristic zero, μ is a separable extension of Λ, and, by 3. N. PROPOSITION 
K T (B/K) = C((ί)) n N and BnK τ (B/K) = C[[t]] Π
Proof. We shall do it in several steps.
Step 1_. C((t)) n a = Fn (C((ί» n σ).
is the inertia field of F over if* and C[[t]] Π Proo/. C[[ί]] Π ff is a valuation ring of C((ί)) Π # which lies over A* = C[[t]]; thus it is indecomposed in O and is equal to F Π (C((ί)) f]ϋ).
Let f (respectively w-) be a place (respectively a valuation) of ΰ corresponding to the valuation ring F; since C£^, we have ξ( [1, (14.5) 
], and ξ(C) = C is algebraically closed; thus ξ(C[[t]\ Π ΰ) = ξ(F). On the other hand we have clearly w(C[[ί]]) = Π U). Thus by 3.2, C((t))
Π ΰ is the inertia field of F over ΛΓ*.
Step 2. Let ΛΓ α be a finite normal extension of K contained in N. Let JV* be the completion of ΛΓ α containec^ in iV*. Then C((ί))Π iV α * is the inertia field of S* Π N* over ίΓ* and C[[ΐ\] Π iV α * = (5* Π N*) Π n iv α *).
Proof. N* is a finite normal extension of if* [4, Corollary 4, p. 41] ; hence N a * Qϋ. B*Γ)N* is a valuation ring of jV α * which lies over A*; hence it has to be equal to F Π N*. Now, the inertia field of F n iV α * over if* is equal to the intersection of the inertia field of F over K* with N* [1, (19.10) ], i.e., is equal to (C((t)) Π ΰ) f) N* -C((ί)) n N*. Finally, C [[t] ] n N? is a valuation ring of C((ί)) Π JV* which lies over A*, thus it has to lie under B* Π N*, i.e., we need to have C [[£] ] n N* -(B* n iV**) Π C((t)) Π 1ST*). Proo/. 5 n iV α Π C((ί)) S5*Π N* n C((ί)) = C [[ί] ] n N a * by Step 2; then, being contained in C((ί)) Π JV a , ΰ Γi ΛΓ α Π C((ί)) has also to be contained in C [[t] ] Π N a ; being a rank-1 valuation ring, i? Π iV α Π C((ί)) has to be equal to C [[t] ] n iV β . Now, if we still call w the valuation of O corresponding to F, we have w{K) S w(C((ί)) Π iSΓ«) S w(C((ί)) Π N?); but w(JK"*) = w(C((ί)) Π N?) by Step 2, and w(K) = w(iΓ*) because, by [5, (1-7-5) , p. 31], the completion is an immediate extension; hence w(K) = w(C((t)) Π JV α ), and C((ί)) Π N a QK τ (BΓ\NJK) by 3.3. Then, (7((ί) 
) Π iV α * and e(J5* Π L/iΓ*) = 1, which is impossible by 3.3, since C((t) ) Π N* is the inertia field of JS* n JV α * over if* by Step 2. Then, REMARK. In the case of D being a derivation of A, the procedure used in the preceding lemma allows to extend D to a derivation i7 of A* even if / is not finitely generated. To get the uniqueness property however, we again need I to be finitely generated. Proof. (i) Let (β*, 5*) be a completion of (Ω, B) and (K*, A*)
